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Christian Bale
Identification: Actor
Born: January 30, 1974; Haverfordwest, Pem-

brokeshire, Wales

Christian Bale is a Welsh-English actor best known for his
iconic characters and his portrayal of troubled individuals.
One of his first cinematic roles came at the age of thirteen,
when he appeared in Steven Spielberg’s film Empire of the
Sun (1987). His career took off after he was cast as Laurie in the 1994 version of Little Women, and he further
cemented his reputation as a serious actor with starring
roles in American Psycho (2000) and The Machinist
(2004). However, he is perhaps best known for his portrayal
of Bruce Wayne/Batman in Christopher Nolan’s highly acclaimed films Batman Begins (2005), The Dark Knight
(2008), and The Dark Knight Rises (2012).

Bale’s performance as Alexi Romanov earned him
an introduction to Amy Irving, the wife of Steven
Spielberg.
Film Career

Bale was among the 4,000 young men who auditioned for a part in Spielberg’s World War II epic
Empire of the Sun. He auditioned for seven months
and landed the part, a major break that led him to
acquire two more roles: one in another television
mini-series, Heart of the Country (1987), and the other
in The Land of Faraway (1987).
Empire of the Sun was released to audiences in
1987. At the age of thirteen, he received the award
for Best Juvenile Performance of the Year from the

Early Life

Christian Charles Philip Bale was born on January
30, 1974, in Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, in the
southwest of Wales. His mother, Jane (Jenny) Bale,
was a dancer and a circus performer. His father,
David Bale, was a pilot. Bale has three older sisters:
Erin, Sharon and Louise. David Bale’s ill health
forced him to retire from flying early, and throughout
the rest of Christian’s life, his father pursued a series
of careers that caused the family to move frequently.
As a consequence, Christian was raised in Wales,
England and Portugal, before his eventual migration to California.
As a child, Bale studied ballet and the guitar. His
sister Louise’s aspirations to become an actress inspired Christian to pursue acting as well. At the age
of nine, Christian began acting in television advertisements. He appeared on stage for the first time in
a performance of The Nerd in London’s West End.
While in school in Bournemouth, England, Bale auditioned for and secured a role in the television
mini-series Anastasia: The Mystery of Anna (1986).

Christian Bale. Photo by Harald Krichel, via Wikimedia
Commons.
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National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. In fact,
the award was created by the board specifically for
Bale’s role in that film. Bale was largely overwhelmed
by his newfound fame and attention. A year would
pass before he was willing to act again, when he was
recruited by Kenneth Branagh for the film adaptation of Shakespeare’s Henry V (1989). Bale also returned to the small screen to film Treasure Island
(1990), another mini-series, and A Murder of Quality
(1991).
In 1991, Bale left school to pursue acting in Hollywood after his parents’ divorce. Bale accepted the
part of Jack Kelly in Newsies (1992). After he accepted
the role, the movie was unexpectedly turned into a
musical. Bale, with little acting or dancing experience, spent ten weeks training for the musical
drama. Bale’s sister, Louise, also had a bit part in the
film. However, Newsies and his next major motion
picture, Swing Kids (1993) were met with dismal financial results. Despite this, Bale thought his career
was on the upswing with his role in the tough drama
Godmoney, but the film was cancelled due to financial
problems. His next movie, Prince of Jutland (1994), a
telling of the true story of Hamlet, failed at the box
office.
Bale finally had a breakthrough when Winona
Ryder selected him for the 1994 version of Little
Women. The successful film brought him attention
and admirers, particularly that of one fan who, with
Bale’s permission, set up a fan site, www.christianbale.net. Bale agreed to allow the site as a means of
avoiding interviews, which he hated. Bale’s popularity increased exponentially due to this website. He
gathered a large fanbase, members of which dubbed
themselves “Baleheads.” This newfound fame raised
his box office appeal and made his past movies, particularly Newsies, retroactively profitable in video
sales and rentals.
Concluding his trio of teen movies, Bale proceeded, during the next six years, to take film roles
that challenged him and slowly earned him a reputation as an ambitious actor. He provided the voice of
Thomas in the 1995 Disney film Pocahontas. He also
appeared in The Secret Agent (1996), Portrait of a Lady
(1996), Metroland (1997), Velvet Goldmine (1998),
and All the Little Animals (1998), in which he played a
character with a mental disability. He played Demetrius in the 1999 film version of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, and Jesus of Nazareth in a 1999 television
movie entitled Mary, Mother of Jesus.

Evolving as an Actor

In 2000, Bale portrayed Patrick Bateman in American
Psycho, a controversial role based on the novel by
Bret Easton Ellis. This performance finally promoted him to Hollywood super-stardom. He nearly
lost the role when Leonardo DiCaprio considered it,
but the offer was returned to Bale after DiCaprio
changed his mind. Also in 2000, Bale married
Sandra (Sibi) Blazic, a model and make-up artist
whom he had met on the set of Little Women, when
she was working as an assistant to Winona Ryder.
That same year, his father, David Bale, married
Gloria Steinem. His father died of brain lymphoma
just a few years later, in 2003. In 2005, Bale and his
wife welcomed their daughter, Emmeline, and in
2014, they welcomed their son, Joseph.
Over the next few years, Bale starred in a series of
movies: Shaft (2000), Captain Corelli’s Mandolin
(2001), Lauren Canyon (2002), Reign of Fire (2002),
and Equilibrium (2002). But Bale’s haunting performance as Trevor Reznik in The Machinist (2004), a
role for which he lost over 100 pounds, proved a
critical, if not commercial, success. Also in 2004,
Bale scored the lead role of Bruce Wayne and
Batman in Christopher Nolan’s Batman film. Bale’s
popularity and fame skyrocketed when Batman Begins was released in 2005, a film for which he received the “Best Hero” MTV Movie Award in 2006.
Bale easily landed more roles after the Batman
movie premiered, including parts in another Pocahontas film, The New World (2005), as well as Rescue
Dawn (2006), The Prestige (2006), 3:10 to Yuma
(2007), and I’m Not There (2007), in which he played
Bob Dylan alongside his future Batman co-star,
Heath Ledger. The Dark Knight (2008) was largely
well-received following his previous portrayal of
Batman. In 2009 he starred in the films Terminator
Salvation, Public Enemies, and Killing Pablo. In 2010,
Bale appeared in the film The Fighter. His performance in the film earned him an Academy Award
for Best Supporting Actor in 2011.
In 2012, Bale starred in the third Batman film,
The Dark Knight Rises. He was nominated for several
awards following this performance. The 2013 film
American Hustle was another commercial success for
Bale, who starred alongside actors Robert De Niro,
Amy Adams, Bradley Cooper, and Jennifer Lawrence; the film won a Screen Actors Guild Award for
Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture. The following years, Bale appeared in several
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successful films: Exodus: Gods and Kings (2014),
Knight of Cups and The Big Short (2015), The Promise
(2016), Hostiles (2017), Mowgli: Legend of the Jungle
and Vice (2018), and Ford v Ferrari (2019). Bale’s performance in The Big Short landed him a 2016 Critics’
Choice Movie Award for Best Actor in a Comedy; his
portrayal of Dick Cheney in Vice won him a 2019
Golden Globe for Best Actor and two 2019 Critics’
Choice Movie Awards.
Impact

Christian Bale has always avoided accolades, preferring to take on difficult roles rather than seeking
awards and fame. He has historically hidden his private life from the public eye, and continues to shelter
his wife and daughter from the paparazzi. He supports a variety of animal-friendly and conservation
non-profits such as Greenpeace and the World Wildlife Federation through consistent and generous donations. His filmography has made him a competitive member of the guild of great British actors. Bale
has become a cultural icon, not only for his famous
performances of Batman in Nolan’s films, but also
for his range of performances and the rigorous physical transformations he has gone through to play
these roles.
—Anne Whittaker;
updated by Christina McCallum
Further Reading

“Christian Bale Welcomes a Son.” People. 18 Aug.
2014. Web. 18 Jun. 2021.
Nayman, Adam. “An Examination of Christian Bale’s
Best 12 Roles.” The Ringer. 14 April 2020. Web. 18
Jun. 2021.
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Steve Bannon
Identification: Political strategist
Born: November 27, 1953; Norfolk, Virginia

Steve Bannon was the chief strategist and senior counselor
to the president in Donald Trump’s administration and
held a seat on the National Security Council. A former
executive chair of the right-wing Breitbart News, he is a
self-proclaimed economic nationalist with an antiestablishment ethos.
Background

Steve Bannon was born on November 27, 1953, in
Norfolk, Virginia, to Doris Bannon and Martin J.
Bannon. One of five children, he grew up in a
working-class,
Democratic-voting
family
in
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Richmond, Virginia, where he attended Benedictine
High School, a Catholic boys’ school. During high
school he was active in debate, student government,
military court, the German and monogram clubs,
soccer, golf, baseball, and cross-country. After his
1972 graduation, he attended Virginia Tech. There
he continued his interest in government and was
elected president of the student government association in 1975. He graduated in 1976 with a bachelor’s degree in urban affairs.
Life’s Work

Bannon enlisted in the navy shortly after his college
graduation. He served seven years: three aboard a
destroyer and four as an assistant to the chief of
naval operations at the Pentagon. His experience as
a navigator of the USS Paul F. Foster in the Arabian
Sea during the Iranian hostage crisis (1979—81)
had a profound influence on him. His destroyer
briefly trailed the USS Nimitz, the carrier of the helicopters used in a failed rescue mission that resulted
in the deaths of eight service members. He attributed the failure of the mission to then president
Jimmy Carter and became a devout fan of Ronald
Reagan.
While working at the Pentagon, Bannon attended
Georgetown University and earned a master’s degree in national security. He left the military in 1983
and headed for Harvard Business School, where he
graduated with an MBA in 1983. Hired by Goldman
Sachs, he worked as an investment banker specializing in the media and entertainment field for the
remainder of the 1980s, a heyday of mergers and acquisitions of companies in multiple industries.
In 1990, Bannon cofounded Bannon & Co., a
boutique investment firm specializing in media. The
early 1990s was a time of many media mergers and
acquisitions, and Bannon helped to negotiate and
finance deals for clients such as Polygram Records
and MGM. His sale of Castle Rock Entertainment,
an emerging film and television producer, to Ted
Turner resulted in his being paid with a stake in five
television shows, including Seinfeld, which made
Bannon extremely wealthy. He and his partners sold
Bannon & Co. in 1998, and he became a partner in a
management outfit simply called the Firm and was
one of the executive producers of the movie Titus
(1999).
In 2004, Bannon became a filmmaker. He wrote,
directed, and produced several conservative

Steve Bannon. Photo by Gage Skidmore, via Wikimedia
Commons.

documentaries, including In the Face of Evil: Reagan’s
War in Word and Deed (2004) and The Undefeated
(2011), about Sarah Palin’s term as governor of
Alaska. During this time, he met Andrew Breitbart,
the founder of Breitbart News, and was working with
him to relaunch his website when Breitbart died unexpectedly in 2012. Bannon launched the website
and became its executive chair. Within a few years,
he had transformed it into what he described as a
“platform for the alt-right” that espoused nationalism and white supremacy and disparaged immigrants, women, and people of color. During the 2016
presidential campaign, Breitbart News strongly supported Trump and championed his antiestablishment and nationalist ideology.
In August 2016, Trump hired Bannon as his campaign CEO. At the time, Trump’s poll ratings were
very low and the mainstream media believed it unlikely that he would win. Bannon helped turn the
campaign around by writing speeches that attacked
the elite, open borders, the mainstream media, and
Hillary Clinton. Trump won the 2016 election. On
November 13, 2016, the president-elect announced
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Bannon as his chief strategist and senior counselor
and stated he would be an equal partner with the
chief of staff, Reince Priebus.
On January 28, 2017, newly inaugurated President Trump signed an executive order giving
Bannon a seat on the National Security Council. In
his White House role, Bannon had immense power
to influence and craft policy. He wrote Trump’s inaugural speech and drafted a January 2017 travel
ban executive order. Bannon’s elevation to the National Security Council in particular was opposed by
both Democrats and some Republicans. Objections
to the unprecedented move resulted in a bill filed by
Democratic Florida representative Stephanie
Murphy to remove Bannon from the council. Ultimately, Trump himself removed Bannon from the
role in April 2017, a move seen as the beginning of
the decline of Bannon’s voice in the White House.
Despite his close relationship with Trump,
Bannon reportedly came into conflict with many
other members of the president’s administration.
This split was exacerbated when retired general
John Kelly took over as Trump’s chief of staff and
sought to reign in what was perceived as a disorganized operation. After Bannon’s influence was seen
as contributing to Trump’s highly controversial remarks equating left-wing protesters with neo-Nazis
and white supremacists, it appeared that Bannon
further lost favor with Trump. In August 2017 the
White House announced that Bannon would leave
his position in the administration.
Immediately after stepping down as Trump’s
chief strategist and senior counselor, Bannon resumed his position as the leader of Breitbart News.
He announced that he would continue to support
the nationalist and populist political and social
forces that allowed Trump to win the presidency.
Following in that vein, he declared “war” against
mainstream Republicans, including Speaker of the
House Paul Ryan and Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, who he saw as opposed to the platform
he had helped craft for Trump.
A break between Bannon and Trump occurred in
January 2018 with the release of the book Fire and
Fury: Inside the Trump White House, by journalist Michael Wolff. In it, Bannon was quoted making derogatory comments about members of Trump’s
family and about aspects of the Trump campaign
and administration. Shortly thereafter, Bannon
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again stepped down as executive chairman of Breitbart News. However, he ramped up his activities on
behalf of nationalist-populist movements in other
countries, mostly in Europe but also in Brazil, where
he informally advised the successful 2018 presidential campaign of far-right candidate Jair Bolsonaro.
In August 2020 Bannon was arrested on fraud
charges related to the We Build the Wall project.
The project started after Congress denied President
Donald Trump federal funds to build a border wall
between the United States and Mexico in order to
prevent illegal immigration. Bannon and other
members of We Build the Wall urged hundreds of
thousands of donors to “buy a brick” to help fund
private efforts to build a section of the wall, promising that all of the funds raised would be used for
construction. Although We Build the Wall did build
a small section of the wall, Audrey Strauss, the acting
United States attorney for the Southern District of
New York, alleged that Bannon the others conspired
to commit wire fraud and money laundering when
they took some of the group’s funds to pay for personal expenses, with Bannon alleged to have received more than $1 million from the group. Bannon
pleaded not guilty to the charges and was released
on $5 million bail.
Bannon reconnected with Trump before the November election and supported Trump’s false assertions about the 2020 election results. On November
6, 2020, Bannon’s podcast, The War Room, was permanently banned by Twitter after Bannon called for
the beheading of the US’s top infectious disease expert, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and FBI director Christopher Wray as a warning to federal bureaucrats to
support what Bannon anticipated would be the
second term of the Trump administration.
On January 13, 2021, Trump was impeached for
inciting a violent January 6 insurrection at the
United States Capitol Building. In the last days of
Trump’s administration, the president debated
whether to grant Bannon a pardon in connection to
Bannon’s We Build the Wall charges. At issue was
Bannon’s possible involvement with other Trump
supporters who rioted at the Capitol on January 6,
and whether a pardon would increase Trump’s
chances of being convicted at his February impeachment trial. In the last few hours before Trump left
office, he granted Bannon a full pardon.

L
La La Land
Identification: 2016 musical romance
Director: Damien Chazelle
Date: Limited theatrical release on December 9,

2016

La La Land follows a developing romance between a coffee-shop employee who longs to act and a jazz pianist who
dreams of opening his own club. Interspersed with musical
numbers, the film was widely credited with resuscitating an
old Hollywood genre.
The Film

Director Damien Chazelle had long been fond of
movie musicals, and he and a friend, Justin Hurwitz,
came up with the concept for La La Land while both
were students at Harvard. Chazelle moved to Los
Angeles in 2010 and wrote the screenplay, but no
studio evinced interest until after he had one successful film, Whiplash (2014), under his belt. After
the project was picked up by Summit Entertainment,
Hurwitz signed on as composer, as did the songwriting duo Benj Pasek and Justin Paul.
Chazelle told interviewers that he aimed to make
a musical that even people who claimed to dislike
the genre would enjoy. He appreciated musicals
himself, he explained, because while conventional
movies were limited to the action in front of the
camera, musicals opened a new world of emotion
and insight into the characters through song.
Although it takes place in the present day, La La
Land’s setting, costuming, and dialogue found much
inspiration in old Hollywood. The film opens during
a traffic jam on the freeway, during which frustrated
motorists gradually join in a gala song and dance
number. (Filming required the city to shut down an
elevated highway ramp each weekend for months.)
That opening scene was only the first of many in
which characters break out into song and dance.

The rest of the film traces the budding romance
between Seb (Ryan Gosling) a pianist so devoted to
playing only traditional jazz that he dreams of
opening a club where he can play what he wants to
an audience of fellow purists, and Mia (Emma
Stone), a barista and aspiring actress who never
seems to land a second audition. The two enjoy a
starry-eyed date at Los Angeles’s Griffith Observatory (where they perform a number reminiscent of
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers) and end up in a relationship. Pursuing their respective dreams, however, ultimately dooms their romance.
La La Land premiered at the Venice Film Festival
on August 31, 2016, and had a limited release in five
Los Angeles and New York City theaters on December 9, 2016. On Christmas Day, it went into wide
release across the country.
Reception

The film, which cost $30 million to make, grossed
more than $448 million in worldwide box-office receipts. It won a record-breaking seven awards (in
every category in which it was nominated) at the
Golden Globes and received 11 British Academy of
Film and Television Award (BAFTA) nods, winning
five of those, including Best Film. At that year’s Oscars, it garnered 14 nominations and won in six categories, including Best Actress for Stone and Best
Director for Chazelle. (At 32, he was the youngest
filmmaker ever to take home that prize.)
Despite those accolades, La La Land provoked
fierce arguments among critics. Some described it as
joyous and reveled in the chemistry between its two
leads, while others felt that it had missed the mark
and failed to capture the magic of the Hollywood
classics it was trying to emulate.
Impact

With the release just a month after the most divisive
and bitter presidential election in U.S. history, many
fans applauded the sheer escapism of La La Land.
One faction, however, felt that the moment called
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for more than entertainment or diversion; they asserted that if Broadway musicals such as Hamilton
could tackle weighty societal issues, a movie musical,
done correctly, could be much more than a pleasant
throwback.

as the kind of old-school rapper you don’t see much anymore, a street poet who has earned the affection of hip-hop
purists as well as younger listeners,” Goodman wrote.

—Mari Rich

Kendrick Lamar Duckworth was born on June 17,
1987, in Compton, California. His parents, who are
originally from Chicago, moved to Compton in 1984
with only five hundred dollars. His mother has fourteen siblings and his father has ten, and Lamar’s parents paved the way for the whole family to move to
Compton in the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was the
era of crack cocaine in cities across the United States,
and Compton was turning into a war zone. Family
members ran drugs out of the projects apartment
building where the family lived. When Lamar was
five years old, he witnessed the murder of one of his
uncles. “Everybody that I touched physically,” Lamar
told Goodman, “they ended up dead or in jail.”
Some of his earliest memories are of the 1992 Los
Angeles riots. There was violence, Lamar has said of
his childhood, but there were also holidays and
birthdays, “which allowed me to actually be a kid,”
he told Grammy Award-winning singer-songwriter
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Early Life

Kendrick Lamar
Identification: Rapper, songwriter, and producer
Born: June 17, 1987; Compton, California

In a June 25, 2014 New York Times profile, journalist Lizzy
Goodman described Kendrick Lamar as a “future king” of
hip-hop. In 2012, Lamar’s major-label debut, Good Kid,
M.AA.D City (styled good kid, m.AA.d. city or GKMC for
short), sold more than 1.2 million copies and was nominated for four Grammy Awards. (He was nominated for a
total of seven Grammys that year, though, controversially,
took home none.) “His lyrical style and his background”—
Lamar was born and raised in Compton, California, the
West Coast mecca of hip-hop—“have shaped his reputation

Kendrick Lamar at the 2018 Pulitzer Prize ceremony. Photo by
Fuzheado, via Wikimedia Commons.
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Erykah Badu, who interviewed Lamar for Interview
magazine (9 May 2013). Gang life offered some protection—as well as a sense of power, he told
Goodman, and “the sense of being wanted or being
needed”—but Lamar was uninterested in leading
such a life. He described himself to Badu as a
“dreamer.” Still, he was fired from the only job he
held before his career took off. He was working as a
security guard at a truck stop, but his boss thought
Lamar and his friends were planning to “cause
trouble,” Goodman wrote.
Like a lot of poets, Lamar showed an early appreciation for words—though he confided to Goodman
that he once had a stutter. “My first-grade teacher
flipped out because I wrote the word ‘audacity’ in a
story,” he told Insanul Ahmed for Complex (1 Aug.
2014). “I knew the word only because I heard my
auntie and uncles arguing, saying, ‘You got the audacity to take my motherf—ing drink and pour it
out?!’ I learned all my words like that, so when I went
to school it was in my head.” Lamar was a good student who, unsurprisingly, loved studying English
and poetry. He started rapping young and studied
hiphop culture with an academic zeal. He idolized
Jay-Z, Nas, Notorious B.I.G., and Tupac Shakur. By
his own account, he spent more time listening to records than writing. It was valuable training for his
ear, he told Badu, but consequently, it took him a
while to find his own voice as a rapper. According to
Dave Free, Lamar’s manager and childhood friend,
by the time the rapper was a student at Compton’s
Centennial High School, “nobody wanted to rap
with him,” he told Goodman. It seemed clear to the
people around him that Lamar was destined for
greater things.
Lamar met a manager named Anthony “Top
Dawg” Triffith when he was still in high school and
released his first mixtape in 2003 under the name
K-Dot when he was sixteen. Eventually, Triffith
launched Top Dawg Entertainment with Lamar—
who quickly dropped the K-Dot moniker-as his top
act. Lamar released Kendrick Lamar EP in 2009 and a
digital-only mixtape, Overly Dedicated (also known as
O(verly) D(edicated) or O.D.), which appeared on the
Billboard R & B/hip-hop chart, in the fall of 2010.
Sasha Frere-Jones of the New Yorker (29 Oct. 2012)
later wrote of the Overly Dedicated mixtape that Lamar
already “sounded preternaturally well rounded and
professional.”
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Top Dawg released Lamar’s first independent
album, Section.80, in 2011. Shortly after that, he
signed with Aftermath, Dr. Dre’s Interscope Records
imprint. It was an especially meaningful moment for
Lamar; not only is Dre a Compton celebrity, but
when Lamar was nine years old, he saw Dre and
Tupac filming the second “California Love” video in
the city. “My pops had seen him and ran back to the
house and got me, put me on his neck, and we stood
there watching Dre and Pac in a Bentley,” he told
Badu. “I’ll never forget this moment—it was probably about a year and some change before Pac died.”
When he met with Dre for the first time fifteen years
later, Lamar recalled to Badu, he could not get the
scene out of his head.
Life’s Work

Lamar was meticulous about his major-label debut,
Good Kid, M.A.A.D City, which was released in 2012.
He recorded sixty or seventy songs, which he later
whittled down to a lean fifteen. Notably, Lamar did
not recruit major names to carry his debut—though
the album features Dre and Drake—and he did not
overtly market himself on social media. Still, the
album sold 242,122 copies during its first week—the
best-selling debut for a male artist that year. The album’s title refers to Compton, which he told Rebecca Haithcoat for LA Weekly (20 Jan. 2011), is his
“mad city.” The record is structured as a day in the
life of a seventeen-year-old artist, who reckons with
friends, enemies, and the streets of Compton while
pursuing a girl named Sherane. Recordings and
voicemails from Lamar’s parents, with whom he is
close, provide interludes throughout the record.
Lamar plays on a lot of familiar hip-hop tropes, but
his perspective is more meta. In “The Art of Peer
Pressure,” Lamar deflates a classic gangsta rap
image. “Look at me,” he raps with almost sarcastic
bravado, “I got the blunt in my mouth.” Badu wrote
that Lamar recognizes the tension between the reality and “mythology” of Compton in real time. She
quotes a verse from the song “Compton”: “Harsh realities we in made our music translate / To the coke
dealers, the hood rich, and the broke n——s that
play . . . Roll that kush, crack that case, ten bottles of
rosé / This was brought to you by Dre . . . In the city
of Compton / Ain’t no city quite like mine.” Lamar
has always seen himself as more of an “observer,” he
told Goodman. His verses, Frere-Jones wrote, are
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“reportage rather than confession,” and sometimes
that reportage takes on an astonishing empathy for
its characters.
Critical reception for the record was unanimously
positive and unusually rich. Ahmed called it “a landmark event, a modern masterpiece.” Jon Caramanica
for the New York Times (28 Oct. 2013) wrote that the
album required “ways of listening that went out with
the Clinton presidency or with the advent of the
seven-inch single. There are almost no obvious entry
points, nothing bite-size to latch onto.” Lamar’s raps
are lyrically dense, but critics say that (much like
Joyce’s prose) there are rewards in that depth. Words
often come fast and furious to Lamar, lending the
impression of having so much to say and not enough
time to say it. “I put my energy into making music,”
he told Goodman, “That’s how I get my thoughts
out, instead of being crazy all the time.” The album
is a vivid portrait of a city—Lamar pointedly features
Compton legend MC Eiht on the track “m.A.A.d.
city”—but Ta-Nehisi Coates argued in a piece for the
New York Times (6 Feb. 2013) that Lamar’s vision of
Compton carries a troubling universality for cities
across the United States. “Hip-hop originates in
communities where such hazards are taken as given.
Rappers generally depict themselves as masters, not
victims, of the attending violence,” he wrote. “‘Good
Kid’ is narrative told from behind the mask. Fantasies of rage and lust are present, but fear pervades
Lamar’s world. He pitches himself not as ‘Compton’s Most Wanted’ but as ‘Compton’s Human Sacrifice.’ He loves the city, even as he acknowledges that
the city is trying to kill him.”
In 2013, Lamar was nominated for seven Grammy
Awards, including album of the year and best new
artist, but he went home empty-handed. Macklemore, a white rapper, swept the hip-hop categories
that year, taking home best new artist, best rap
album, best rap song, and best rap performance.
(Daft Punk’s Random Access Memories won album of
the year.) “For fans on Twitter and members of the
media (including Complex), Macklemore’s wins and
Kendrick’s snubs served as a watershed moment for
cultural appropriation in rap,” Ahmed wrote. Even
Macklemore was uncomfortable with the outcome
and sent a text message of apology to Lamar that
read in part, “I robbed you.” Macklemore took a picture of the text before he sent it and posted it to his
Instagram account, adding more fuel to the media
maelstrom. Months later, Lamar told Ahmed, “It
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wasn’t really a huge deal for me. Macklemore deserves the accolades. That’s still my partner regardless. He probably didn’t need to Instagram the text.
But what’s done is done.”
The Grammy snub seemed to matter less to hardcore fans than the “Control” verse earlier that year,
when Lamar threw down the proverbial gauntlet in a
song by Big Sean. In the one-upmanship culture of
rap, Lamar called out popular rappers—including
Big Sean and Drake, who appear on GKMC—and
crowned himself “the king of New York.” (Lamar is
from the West Coast. The phrase was intentionally
provocative.) The guest spot was big music news in
the summer of 2013. The hip-hop magazine XXL,

Rap Music
On one hand, Lamar cuts a monastic figure
for a celebrity. He does not smoke or drink
and often works through the night after performances. Producer Pharrell Williams compared his skill and drive to that of iconic
singer-songwriter Bob Dylan. “You can just see
the kid’s mind like a kaleidoscope over a beat,”
he told Goodman, and the flattering comparisons do not end there. More than one journalist has likened Lamar’s debut album to the
James Joyce classic Ulysses.
On the other hand, Goodman points out,
Lamar’s abstinence has more to do with his singularity of purpose than spirituality. Lamar is
outspoken about his own ambitions, his formidable talent, and what he sees as the lamentably “soft” state of current hip-hop acts. “If my
edge is dull, my sword is dull, and I don’t want
to fight another guy whose sword is dull. . . .
Everybody that’s in the industry has lost their
edge,” he told Goodman. In a famous 2013
guest verse for the single “Control” by rapper
Big Sean, Lamar places himself in the company of Jay-Z, Nas, Eminem, and Andre 3000
of Outkast as one of the best MCs of all time.
“There’s a certain hunger that you can sense
about Kendrick,” Eminem told Goodman. “He
raps to be the best rapper in the world. He
competitive-raps. That’s one of the things
that’s going to drive his career. He’s going to
be around for a long time.”
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Goodman wrote, went as far as to call it “the verse
that woke up the rap game.”
In late 2013, GQ named Lamar their rapper of the
year, but the accompanying article—written by Steve
Marsh and published in the magazine’s December
issue—though positive, was tone-deaf. The write-up
miffed Lamar’s label boss and led him to make a
public statement. Triffith took issue with the article’s
racial overtones—Marsh relied on hazy stereotypes
of black rappers to illustrate Lamar’s character—
and its focus on hip-hop’s violent past. Marsh rightly
noted that Lamar deconstructs rap clichés, and, as
Spencer Kornhaber wrote for the Atlantic (18 Nov.
2013), “that’s why it’s all the more frustrating to see
[Marsh] lean on those clichés.”
In 2014, Lamar opened for Kanye West on a leg of
his Yeezus tour. The partnership, which was initiated
by West himself at the 2013 MTV Video Music
Awards, is indicative of Lamar’s artistic ascendency.
In fall 2014, Lamar was feeling the pressure to produce a worthy followup record. “Kendrick shook up
the rap game, so anticipation for his second offering
is through the roof,” Nas told Ahmed. “Kendrick’s
an album guy and the album artist has a whole different kind of value. Kendrick is going to be one of
the most important writers of our time; dude’s a
rhyming animal.” Manager Free, meanwhile, takes a
different tack. He insists that, in terms of stories to
tell, Lamar has barely scratched the surface. “There’s
still so much to be said,” Free told Ahmed. “The
question is, is he gonna say it?”
Lamar released his next album, To Pimp a Butterfly, in March of 2015. In that month’s cover story
of Rolling Stone, the album was described as “adventurous, incorporating elements of funk, spokenword poetry, and free-jazz, augmented by lots of live
playing.” Kendrick himself said the album was
“honest, fearful and unapologetic.” With expectations high from Good Kid, M.A.A.D City, Lamar did
not disappoint. “It was as if Lamar sought a music
that could tell the story of Black America as vividly as
he would in his lyrics; a music that was as free-flowing
and supple as his verses,” said Jamie Atkins for UDiscoverMusic. The album tells the story of a rapper’s
rise to fame, his ability to “pimp” his talent for wealth
and success, and the temptations and burdens that
come with his newfound influence. The rapper uses
Black history and his own roots to guide him back to
self-assurance and to share his art with his community. To Pimp a Butterfly debuted on Billboard’s No. 1
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album chart and set a record on Spotify for most
streams in one day, at 9.6 million. Garnering even
more critical acclaim than his previous record, To
Pimp a Butterfly was admired by David Bowie, who listened to it while recording his own album, and President Obama, who stated that “How Much a Dollar
Cost” was his favourite song of the year. The album
was nominated for eleven Grammy awards, and won
the Grammy for best rap album in 2016.
Lamar’s success did not stop there. In 2017, he
released Damn, his fourth studio album, which, by
the end of the year, was Billboard’s Year-End number
one album. In 2018, the album was certified triple
platinum by the Recording Industry Association of
America. Among its numerous accolades, it won the
2017 BET Award for album of the year and the 2018
Grammy for best rap album. In the spring of 2018,
Lamar became the first hip-hop artist to receive a Pulitzer Prize for music; previous winners include Bob
Dylan, Duke Ellington, and John Coltrane.
Impact

Lamar has written about the Black experience in
America, police brutality, survival, perseverance,
and self-worth. His music has given voice to Black
communities across the country, and has had a significant influence on activist movements protesting
police brutality. In 2015, after a Cleveland police officer was found not guilty in the shooting and deaths
of an unarmed black man and woman, protestors
who took to the streets began chanting the lyrics of
Lamar’s “Alright.” That same year, Lamar performed
at the BET Awards, famously rapping on top of a police car. The performance received criticism from
Fox News reporter Geraldo Rivera, who said, “This is
why I say that hip-hop has done more damage to
young African-Americans than racism in recent
years.” This quote was sampled in Damn, on the
tracks “BLOOD” and “DNA”; Kendrick responded
in “YAH” with, “Fox News wanna use my name for
percentage.”
Lamar’s major cultural impact is also reflected in
his winning of the California State Senate’s Generational Icon Award in 2015, the key to Compton city
in 2016, and the Pulitzer Prize in Music in 2018. He
can easily be considered the voice of the generation,
reaching fans of hip-hop, rock, pop, and jazz.
—Salem Press; updated by Christina McCallum
and Stuart Paterson

U
Unboxing videos
Definition: Internet videos of people unpacking con-

sumer products, from electronics to toys.

The term unboxing refers to the unpacking of consumer
products, and during the 2010s it became a trend to capture the process on video and upload it to YouTube. Early
unboxing videos focused on high-end electronics and gadgets, which the unboxer then sometimes demonstrated, and
later, toys became an exceptionally popular category. (By
the end of the decade, Ryan Kaji, who started making toy
unboxing videos in 2015, when he was just four years old,
had racked up billions of views on some of his videos.)
The Structure

Journalists generally date the first unboxing video
back to 2006, when Nokia marketers released a film
showing a Nokia E61 cellphone being removed from
its packaging in a careful, almost ritualistic, way. The
company referred to it as a “ceremony,” and unboxers typically retain some of those formalized elements. (Much of the literature that seeks to explain
the unboxing phenomenon refers to Apple designer
Jonathan Ives, who reportedly asserted that the process of unpacking should feel special, and that the
packaging itself could provide a sense of theater.)
Some videos feature a host who appears onscreen
and explains what they are doing. In an attempt to
become a trusted source and to engage viewers,
many try to bring a unique style to their product category: the bubbly teen opening makeup subscription boxes, for example, or the trustworthy father
figure explaining a newly unboxed woodworking
tool. Many of the most popular hosts employ a specific shooting style that favors time-lapse footage,
sharp close-ups, or leisurely pans. Others do not feature a host at all, just a disembodied pair of (generally well-manicured hands) doing the unboxing and
showing off the item from various angles.

Unboxing DJ equipment. Photo by Audiotecna, via Wikimedia Commons.

A subset of hosts eschews speaking altogether,
preferring instead to set their videos to catchy music
and let the item speak for itself.
Why Make Them?

For popular hosts, unboxing videos can be lucrative.
Ads that play at the start of a clip, or in the midst of
one, allow video-makers to monetize their content,
earning between $2 and $4 per thousand hits according to some sources. And because older videos
often remain popular years after they are posted,
they provide a continued source of revenue. (Creators are, however, paid only for viewers who stay
tuned long enough to watch the ads.)
Savvy unboxers often turn to services like Google
Ad Words to learn about most-searched terms and
then name their videos accordingly.
Although companies do not tend to pay unboxers directly, once they have established a YouTube following, they will often be sent free products to feature. (Not all unboxers reveal when the
product they are showcasing has been received for
free.) In some instances, a brand may pay a
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YouTube creator to make a personal appearance at
a store or convention.
Ryan Kaji, whose toy unboxing channel is called
Ryan’s World, parlayed his YouTube popularity into
his own line of branded toys, as well as an animated
show, Ryan’s Mystery Playdate, airing on Nickelodeon.
By 2019, he was said to be worth $32 million, making
him one of the wealthiest YouTubers on record.
Why Watch Them?

Although some companies post their own unboxing
videos, most fans assert that the major appeal of
watching the genre is the chance to see a product
up-close and unvarnished, without professional marketing tricks. While some creators do rely on gimmicks, such as filming the unboxing of a waterproof
camera in a pool, most are relatively unvarnished or
even amateurish, and provide a cost-free way, practical way to see a product without a trip to the store.
The most successful unboxers will point out whether
a product looks well-made or flimsy and whether it
requires assembly, making their videos a relatively
unbiased source of information for comparison
shoppers.
Some fans point to the addictive nature of unboxing, explaining that it gives them a thrill much
like they get when opening presents on their
birthday or Christmas.
The Youngest Unboxers

In about 2013, toys became a growing category for
unboxers, with some videos hosted by children
themselves and others featuring adult hosts. The
earliest of these focused on items that hold small surprises, such as Kinder Eggs or LOL Dolls.
In early 2015 YouTube unveiled YouTube Kids, a
platform specifically developed to upload videos
suitable for children; toy unboxing videos made up a
significant portion of the content, and many young
viewers, particularly toddlers, watched favorite
videos dozens of times in a row.
Impact

Although popular with young viewers, the platform
was not without its critics, and in 2019, YouTube was
forced to pay a $170 Million fine for violating the
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act due to
their illegal collection of personal data without parental consent. As a result, the company made some
changes in policy—including eliminating targeted

advertising and disabling viewer-engagement tools—
that will make creating toy unboxing videos less lucrative moving forward.
—Mari Rich
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United States—North Korea Summit
Definition: 2018 meeting between Donald Trump and

Kim Jong-un.

The June 2018 summit between the United States and the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) was the
first meeting between a sitting United States president and
the leader of North Korea.
The core issue of the talks between United States
president Donald Trump and DPRK leader Kim
Jong-un was North Korea’s nuclear program, a longstanding source of tension between the two countries. While both governments hailed the summit as
a success, the resulting joint statement was widely
seen as less than authoritative regarding
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denuclearization and other issues. Some examples
of improved relations between the United States and
North Korea emerged following the meeting, but
tensions also continued to flare, leaving the ultimate
impact of the summit unclear.
Key Events

• July 4, 2017 – U.S. confirms successful intercontinental ballistic missile launch by North Korea
and threatens to retaliate, highlighting growing
conflict between the two countries.
• March 8, 2018 – South Korean diplomats relay
message that North Korea would meet with
U.S. to discuss abandoning its nuclear program. President Trump agrees to the proposal.
• May 2018 – Trump cancels the planned meeting
amid rising tensions, but it is later reinstated.
• June 12, 2018 – Summit takes place in Singapore; Trump and Kim sign a brief agreement.
• July 27, 2018 – According to summit agreement, North Korea returns remains of U.S. soldiers killed in Korean War.

Key Figures

•
•
•
•

Donald Trump: US president.
Kim Jong-un: North Korean Supreme Leader.
Mike Pompeo: US secretary of state.
Ri Yong-ho: North Korean minister of foreign
affairs.

Status

As of late 2018, relations between the United States
and North Korea remained volatile. Analysts continued to attempt to gauge how the historic summit
influenced subsequent diplomatic developments.
Complicating the situation was the fact that both
Trump and Kim continued to send mixed signals on
their views of the summit and ongoing negotiations.
For example, in communications including posts on
the social media site Twitter, Trump complained
about North Korea’s lack of progress on denuclearization in August 2018, while the next month he
praised Kim.
Among the major issues that remained outstanding after the summit were North Korea’s reported ongoing production of fissile material and
construction of intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Some apprehension also remained among United
States and South Korean leaders about the indefinite suspension of joint US—South Korean military
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exercises that Trump agreed to in Singapore. In September 2018 the White House announced that it was
working to establish a second meeting between
Trump and Kim, at the North Korean leader’s request. There were two subsequent meetings between
the leaders: one in Hanoi, Vietnam from February
17-28, 2019, and one on June 30, 2019 in North
Korea, for which Trump became the first American
president to step into the country.
In-Depth Overview

Since the Korean peninsula was divided in 1945, and
especially since the Korean War of the 1950s, relations between the United States and North Korea
have been adversarial. After decades of pursuing
nuclear technology and advanced missiles, North
Korea made dramatic advancements in its capabilities in the twenty-first century. It withdrew from the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty in 2003, and after a
plan to give up its nuclear capacity in exchange for
foreign aid fell apart, it claimed its first successful
nuclear weapons test in 2006. The nation’s reputation as a rogue nuclear state continued after the ascension of Kim Jong-un as North Korea’s supreme
leader in 2011.
In July 2017, the administration of United States
president Donald Trump—who had taken a hardline stance on North Korea’s nuclear ambitions
during his campaign but had nonetheless indicated
a willingness to talk with Kim—confirmed that
North Korea had successfully tested an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). The United States
promised to leave no option off the table to deal
with the threat. The next month, in response to continued provocations from North Korea, Trump
stirred fears of nuclear war by stating that further
threats would be met by “fire and fury.”
Tensions began to deescalate somewhat when
Kim unexpectedly announced his desire to open
talks with South Korea, allegedly due to his wish to
include a North Korean delegation in the 2018
Winter Olympics. A summit between North and
South Korean leaders was quickly planned. In March
2018, a South Korean envoy brought Trump an invitation from Kim for an in-person meeting to discuss
denuclearization. Trump immediately accepted the
invitation, to the reported surprise of both the South
Korean officials and Trump’s own national security
team.
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After the historic inter-Korean summit occurred
as planned in April 2018, efforts to confirm a TrumpKim summit continued. Singapore was selected as a
neutral location and a date of June 12 was set. North
Korea signaled its good faith in the negotiations by
releasing three American prisoners and destroying a
nuclear test site. However, DPRK officials objected
to United States projections comparing North Korea
to Libya, and rising tensions led Trump to cancel the
summit in late May. It was reinstated days later after
diplomatic efforts smoothed over the situation.
On June 10, 2018, Trump and Kim each arrived
on Sentosa, a resort island in Singapore, where they
stayed in separate but nearby hotels. Each leader
made statements to the press that the meeting was a
unique opportunity, in full view of the world, to try
to achieve peace. Two days later, the summit itself
lasted just five hours. The discussions focused
around denuclearization, with the United States initially pushing for so-called complete, verifiable, and
irreversible denuclearization (CVID).
The immediate result of the summit was a joint
statement signed by Trump and Kim and hailed by
the two leaders as a groundbreaking step toward
peace. Analysts, however, noted that the sparse document contained only four basic agreements, with
vague wording and a lack of specific timelines. The
two countries pledged to work together toward a recalibration of relations with the goal of peace and
prosperity. They promised to work together for
stable and lasting peace on the Korean peninsula.
They reaffirmed the Panmunjom Declaration,
reached weeks earlier at the inter-Korean summit to
make steps toward denuclearization of the peninsula, but CVID went unmentioned. Finally, they
committed to recovering and repatriating the remains of prisoners of war and those missing in action
from the Korean War.
Another major point emerged at the press conferences held directly after the meetings. There, Trump
appeared to unilaterally announce the suspension
of longstanding US—South Korean military exercises. The decision drew surprise and some disapproval from American political and national security
officials.
Immediate reactions to the US—North Korea
summit were mixed. Many noted that Kim made no
promises beyond what he had stated on previous occasions. No strong framework was established for denuclearization or any further agreements or treaties.

Some analysts even considered the meeting largely a
propaganda victory for Kim. However, others hailed
it as a necessary first step toward lasting peace. This
optimism was supported in July 2018, when believed
remains from the Korean War were handed over to
the United States by the DPRK.
Two other meetings between the leaders followed
after the initial summit in Singapore. The first occurred from February 17-28 in Hanoi, Vietnam; it
was cut short by Trump, however, resulting in no
agreement between the nations. Though Kim offered to take steps toward dismantling his nuclear
program, he also insisted that all United States sanctions be lifted on North Korea, to which Trump did
not agree. Trump emerged from the summit
claiming that he was in no rush to come to an agreement: “Speed is not important to me. What is important is that we do the right deal.”
The third meeting occurred on June 30, 2019 in
the demilitarized zone (DMZ) between North and
South Korea. During the meeting, Kim invited
Trump to cross the border line, thus making him the
first American president to step onto North Korean
soil. Following this meeting, Trump claimed the
summit to be a success, announcing that nuclear
talks between the nations would continue.
Impact

The summits between Trump and Kim were historic
moments given the past tensions between the United
States and North Korea, which had been in opposition for 66 years since the end of the Korean War.
The meeting in Singapore was the first time that sitting American and North Korean leaders met anywhere, and produced some hope of arriving at a deal
that would involve the reduction of North Korea’s
nuclear arsenal. After the second meeting ended in
failure, however, it was difficult to tell if the third
meeting at the DMZ resulted in real progress, or if it
was more significant in its creation of an image of
cooperation between the nations.
—Salem Press; updated by Christina McCallum
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The United States re-establishes
diplomatic relations with Cuba
A Cold War stand-off finally ended on July 20, 2015,
when the United States and the Republic of Cuba formally
re-established diplomatic relations.
For the first time since January 3, 1961, each nation
reopened embassies in each other’s capitals. The action would not end all disagreements between the
two countries, however. It did not end the trade embargo, because only Congress has the power to do
this. Many Republican politicians and Cuban-American leaders strongly objected to President Barack
Obama’s change of policy.
Key Figures

• Fidel Castro (1926–2016), Marxist-Leninist revolutionary who held power in Cuba from 1959 to
2008.
• Raúl Castro (b. 1931), communist leader and Fidel’s brother who was acting president of Cuba,
2006–2008, and president since 2008
• John Kerry (b. 1943), senator from Massachusetts, 1985–2013; US secretary of state,
2013–2017
• Barack Obama (b. 1961), president of the United
States, 2009–2017

Summary of Event

On July 1, 2015, President Barack Obama officially
announced to the world that the United States
would re-establish diplomatic relations with Cuba.
At virtually the same time, President Raúl Castro
told the Cuban people of the impending change.
The communique from the United States was delivered to the Cuban Foreign Ministry by the United
States Chief of Mission, stationed in Havana. The
date for re-opening the embassies and full diplomatic relations was set for July 20, 2015. Both nations
had kept the buildings which had housed their previous embassies, although the facilities were not up
to current standards, thus the delay. Although the

Glossary
The following list includes those words that were introduced in the 2010s due to discoveries and technological
developments, in addition to slang of the time.
adulting, being responsible and doing “grown-up” things
artificial intelligence (AI), computer systems able to perform tasks that usually require human intelligence
alt-right, a loose movement comprised of far-right and white-nationalist ideologies
antifa, a loose, left-wing, anti-fascist movement that aims to combat far-right extremists
athleisure, clothing designed for athletics but worn during leisure activities
augmented reality (AR), technology that provides users with an image of the real world that blends computergenerated images with reality
autonomous car, a self-driving vehicle
bae, an affection term for a romantic partner
binge-watch, to view most or all episodes of a television show in rapid succession
Black Lives Matter (BLM), a social justice movement dedicated to stopping violence and injustice against Black
people
body-positive, acceptance of one’s own body
Brexit, British referendum on whether the United Kingdom should leave the European Union
burner, something that is disposable, especially a mobile phone
cancel, when fans stop supporting something or someone due to objectionable content or behavior
catfish, to create a fake online profile in order to trick someone
clickbait, online sensationalized headlines or images that encourage a user to click through to a certain web
page
CRISPR, Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats, a technique for genome-editing
crowdfunding, to use social media and other online platforms to raise funds for a cause
dabbing, a dance craze featuring one arm outstretched while one’s face is buried in the crook of the other
elbow
data harvesting, extracting and collecting large amounts of personal and commercial data, mostly from
Internet websites
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